The RUSHWORKS Prompter Stand is lightweight and portable, available
with one or two 12” 1920 x 1080 HDMI monitors for prompter text and
switcher program video. It utilizes black PVC components that you can
customize to accommodate your specific prompting requirements.
The shipping box includes these four pre-assembled elements.
They are numbered with color-coded labels: 1, 2, 3 and 4 … with
SIX EXTRA PIECES labeled 0.
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Extra Pieces:
2 x 1’ straight
4 x “T” connectors

NOTE: none of the pieces are glued together, so you can be creative when adapting them to your environment.

UNPACKING
Remove the four pre-assembled sections from the shipping carton.
Remove the three 0 numbered pieces from the bottoms of Section 2 and Section 3.
(2 x “T” connectors and 1 x 1’ straight piece on each Section)
Keep these, as they can be used to extend and/or modify your prompting stand at any time.

STANDARD ASSEMBLY
Place Section 1 on the floor.
Since the pieces are not glued, press the section
flat against the surface and it will adjust to the level.

Insert the two 2’ legs of Section 2 into the
two vertical connectors on the base of 1

Insert the two 2’ legs of Section 3 into the
two T connectors on the top of 2

Insert the two 1’ legs of Section 4 into the
two T connectors on the top of 3

Slide head of screw into
vertical channel on monitor
Connect the 12” Prompting Monitor to the
top OR middle crossbar of
using the provided screw and wingnut to
tighten the connection. The L-bracket rests
on top of the crossbar for stability. You can
rotate the monitor by twisting the crossbar
as needed.
If you have 2 x 12” monitors, mount the
second one on the other crossbar following
the same procedure.
Note: it’s recommended that you place the Prompting
Monitor ABOVE the video camera, keeping the reader’s
eyeline slightly elevated during prompting.
Connect the HDMI (or VGA) cable from the prompting
computer to the monitor(s), as well as the DC power
connector(s).

Use the three included Velcro straps to dress the cables
to the sides of the prompter stand. Place the straps
where ever you wish on Sections 2, 3 or 4.

Note: the monitors are
shipped with HDMI as the
default input. You can
change to VGA (PC) or three
other sources using the
Remote Control.

On the RUSHWORKS labeled Remote Control that’s included with each
12” monitor, click the INPUT button, and the Input Source selection
window will appear. Use the up and down arrows on the Remote to make
your selection of the Input Source, then click the OK button to select it.

